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Abstract 

Bridge layout is a completely sensitive matter. One can also additionally argue that being 

a masterpiece, the splendor of a bridge can best be visible and felt from man or woman 

to man or woman and now no longer popular through the complete community. There 

turned into continually the interest to understand if this assumption turned into 

authentic and, in that case, the purpose why. An crucial component within side the layout 

procedure through reading a easy structural gadget, the system the usage of the 

evaluation application MIDAS software. The cantilever approach and the evolution of this 

approach itself thru time and a more in-depth appearance and the arena main long-span 

bridges of today. As this paper look at of bridge layout for cantilever built concrete 

bridges, we goal to get excellent layout notions, that is, the suggestions we want to comply 

with to be able to assignment a pleasing searching bridge, after which compare this form 

of bridges all through the arena to look if what we've got found out is what it's far being 

made.  
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Introduction  

Engineers within side the 19th century understood that a bridge which turned into non-

stop throughout a couple of helps could distribute the hundreds amongst them. This 

could bring about decrease stresses within side the girder or truss and intended that 

longer spans may be constructed. Several 19th century engineers patented non-stop 

bridges with hinge point’s mid-span. The use of a hinge within side the multi-span gadget 

provided the blessings of a statically determinate gadget and of a bridge that would take 

care of differential agreement of the rules. Engineers may want to greater without 

difficulty calculate the forces and stresses with a hinge within side the girder. Heinrich 

Gerber turned into one of the engineers to reap a patent for a hinged girder (1866) and 

is identified because the first to construct one. The Hassfurt Bridge over the Main river in 

Germany with a significant span of 124 feet (38 meters) turned into finished in 1867 and 

is identified because the first current cantilever bridge. The High Bridge of Kentucky 
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through C. Shaler Smith (1877), the Niagara Cantilever Bridge through Charles Conrad 

Schneider (1883) and the Poughkeepsie Bridge through John Francis O'Rourke and 

Pomeroy P. Dickinson (1889) have been all crucial early makes use of of the cantilever 

layout. The Kentucky River Bridge spanned a gorge that turned into 275 feet (eighty four 

meters) deep and took complete gain of the truth that false work, or brief guide, isn't 

wanted for the primary span of a cantilever bridge. The maximum well-known early 

cantilever bridge is the Forth Bridge. This bridge held the report for longest span within 

side the global for seventeen years best to be passed through the Quebec Bridge, 

nonetheless the cutting-edge report holder. Benjamin Baker illustrated the structural 

standards of the suspended span cantilever within side the image at the left. The 

suspended span, wherein Kaichi Watanabe sits, is visible within side the center. The want 

to face up to compression of the decrease chord is visible within side the use of wood 

poles at the same time as the anxiety of the higher chord is proven through the 

outstretched fingers. The motion of the outer foundations as anchors for the cantilever is 

seen withinside the placement of the counterweights. A easy cantilever span is fashioned 

through cantilever fingers extending from contrary aspects of an impediment to be 

crossed, assembly on the center. In a not unusual place variant, the suspended span, the 

cantilever fingers do now no longer meet withinside the center; instead, they guide a 

significant truss bridge which rests at the ends of the cantilever fingers. The suspended 

span can be constructed off-web website online and lifted into vicinity, or built in vicinity 

the usage of unique touring helps. A not unusual place manner to assemble metal truss 

and prestressed concrete cantilever spans is to counterbalance every cantilever arm with 

some other cantilever arm projecting the other direction, forming a balanced cantilever; 

once they connect to a stable basis, the counterbalancing fingers are referred to as anchor 

fingers. Thus, in a bridge constructed on basis piers, there are 4 cantilever fingers: which 

span the impediment, and anchor fingers which increase far far from the impediment. 

Because of the want for greater electricity on the balanced cantilever's helps, the bridge 

superstructure regularly takes the shape of towers above the inspiration piers. The 

Commodore Barry Bridge is an instance of this form of cantilever bridge. Steel truss 

cantilevers guide hundreds through anxiety of the higher participants and compression 

of the decrease ones. Commonly, the shape distributes the anxiety thru the anchor fingers 

to the outermost helps, at the same time as the compression is carried to the rules under 

the significant towers. 

 

Historical study 

It is withinside the Human Nature to try and attain the unreachable, to hold on pursuing 

greater dreams and to accumulate greater know-how in each discipline of interest. The 

Cantilever Method commenced for use with wood bridges, however have become greater 

typically used with metallic bridges. In 1930, in Brazil, the primary concrete bridge 

turned into constructed the usage of this approach. The Bridge over Rio do Peixe with a 

prime span of 68.5m, needed to be constructed out of each piers, as we are able to see, a 
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good way to dispose of the flood hazard that may boost the water degree up to ten m in 

only some hours. A awesome pioneer of concrete bridge constructing and designing 

turned into Freys sinet (1879 – 1962) with the advent of prestress. Although the 

preliminary cause of the usage of prestress turned into to dispose of cracks and feasible 

deformations thru the advent of a useful country of stress, the growth of load capability 

won from using high-power reinforcement turned into an critical aspect effect. Among 

his initiatives you can still spotlight the Luzancy Bridge in France, with a prime span of 

fifty five m, wherein simplicity and splendor is properly accomplished thru using 

prestressed concrete. It turned into withinside the starting of the Nineteen Fifties that the 

cantilever approach turned into absolutely identified to be extraordinarily beneficial to 

prestressed concrete bridge constructing through, the German, Ulrich Finster walder 

(1897 – 1988). His first creation turned into the Lahn Bridge, 1951; with a span of sixty 

two m, however his know-how on this unique difficulty lead him to the development of 

Nibelungen Bridge . This structure, with notably larger spans – 101.65m, 114,2m and 

104.2m – controlled to seize international interest and have become a mark for lengthy 

span bridges, in prestressed concrete. Material and Methodology MIDAS Civil is a home 

windows primarily based totally software program package deal able to doing evaluation 

& layout of bridges. This product can deal with successfully the maximum crucial troubles 

encountered in segmental creation of non-stop span, actually supported spans, cable 

bridges, suspension bridges and many others. The smooth to apply wizards for Cable Stay 

Bridge, Suspension Bridge, numerous techniques of creation e.g. balanced cantilever 

approach, incrementally released approach, movable scaffolding system, complete 

hovering approach, transverse evaluation and many others permit the customers make 

the version speedy and store time withinside the procedure of bridge engineering. In the 

existing paper have a look at approximately the balanced cantilever bridge is a bridge 

constructed the usage of cantilevers, systems that challenge horizontally into space, 

supported on handiest one end. For small footbridges, the cantilevers can be easy beams; 

however, huge cantilever bridges designed to address avenue or rail visitors use trusses 

constructed from structural metallic, or container girders constructed from prestressed 

concrete. The metallic truss cantilever bridge turned into a primary engineering step 

forward while first positioned into practice, as it could span distances of over 1,500 feet 

(460 m), and may be greater without problems built at hard crossings through distinctive 

feature of the usage of very little falsework balanced cantilever structural are solved/ 

evaluation MIDAS Civil bridge software program .  

Conclusion  

MIDAS Civil is a country of artwork software program, which defines a brand new 

paradigm for engineering and civil systems. It gives a distinctively smooth person 

interface thru its revolutionary images modules. Midas Civil gives an premiere layout 

solution, which analyzes and designs all kinds of bridge systems in three-D environments 

accounting for creation degrees and time based properties. Combining structural 

evaluation abilities with civil engineering unique level evaluation, pushover evaluation 
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and nonlinear time records features, midas Civil gives the important gear for superior 

modeling, evaluation and layout for the bridge engineer. Features encompass RC, 

metallic, PSC bridge layout, suspension and cable-stayed bridge evaluation, balanced 

cantilever bridge creation evaluation and warmth of hydration evaluation, simply to call 

a few. 
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